SB 941 is a gross misuse of Oregonians taxpayer dollars, we can't justify reaching even deeper
into the pockets of hard working Oregonians to fund the outrageous language of SB 941, to be
responsible stewards of the purse you must enforce the laws that are currently on the books
that forbid felons and those with criminal intent from possessing firearms. Without enforcing
laws currently on the books there is no justification for expanding them especially when all
reliable statistics show background checks on private sales are not the issue here. In all recent
public shootings the murderers have either stolen the firearm from a friend or family, or
they've bought the firearm from a licensed dealer PASSING a background check because up to
that breaking point they have had a clean record. Passing this horrible piece of legislation will
not attract the criminal element into suddenly following the law, it would incriminate them,
why would a criminal sign a paper notifying the federal & state government that they are
attempting to obtain a firearm illegal for them to possess, of course they won't. Can you name
one mass killing where the murderer bought a firearm from a private sale and turned around
and used it in the killing? Of course not because every single time they've either stolen it, or
bought it legally because typically those murderers are mentally ill with a clean record until
their illness gets so severe finally snap. Please understand SB 941 is far off base and is an over
reach into our privacy, our limited resources are already spread thin and I know mental health
is an area our funds would be better spent. Many thousands of Oregonians enjoy their 2nd
amendment freedoms daily without injury to others, please don't let the actions of so few strip
so many of the freedoms our forefathers and foremothers worked so tirelessly to gain, please
say NO to SB 941 Oregonians can see it for what it is, the bloomberg backed scheme to reach
deeper and deeper into our pockets to line theirs, speak for liberty, and speak for Oregon and
say NO to SB 941.
Thank you.
Eric W.
Oregon city
97045

